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Chapter 156
Hearing this, how could Sebastian Mu not pretend to be a gentleman. Nodding, “Of
course!” At this moment, both of them looked at Amy Xia.
Amy Xia stood there, she didn’t want to choose, okay? Why did these two people give
her the decision right! Looking at them, Alexia helped her relieve her when she was
dancing, and now she can only rely on herself. Both people looked at Amy Xia, and Amy
Xia stood there, thinking what to do.
At exactly this time, a taxi drove over. When she saw the car, Amy Xia smiled.
“Since in this open era, I have my own choices and the right to make decisions. You can
all go back. Nowadays, women don’t have to depend on men.
I can go back alone!” Amy Xia turned around and reached out to stop him. Took a taxi.
When the car stopped, Amy Xia opened the door, then looked back at Sebastian Mu
and LEO, “Good night!” As she said, she smiled and got in the car.
At this time, LEO and Sebastian Mu stood there, watching Amy Xia get in the car and
leave, neither of them succeeded. But in the same way, no one failed. Even if you are
angry, you have to pretend to be indifferent.
At this moment, LEO turned his head and looked at Sebastian Mu, “In that case, I’ll go
back now!” Sebastian Mu also smiled, raised his eyebrows, “Go slow, don’t send it!” So,
the LEO driver drove the car. Come, go.
Sebastian Mu stood there, looking at LEO’s back, frowning, feeling a sense of crisis for
the first time…
After Amy Xia went back, she washed and changed into her pajamas.
After she came out, she was about to go to rest.
At this moment, her phone rang and glanced around. When she saw that it was Mo
Shaotian’s number, she didn’t dare to shirk off and answered it directly. The first
sentence of Sebastian Mu was, “Amy Xia, you don’t want to change this damn ringtone,
believe it or not, I will make you regret it!” Sebastian Mu shouted.

Amy Xia, “…” Unexpectedly, Sebastian Mu was so angry.
“Mr. Mu, even if you are not happy, you don’t need to make such a big fire, I just
changed it!” Amy Xia said lightly on the phone. No matter how angry Sebastian Mu is,
she will always look indifferent. This woman is even more irritating than two years ago.
Hearing her say this, Sebastian Mu didn’t know what to say for a while. Both of them
held their mobile phones and did not speak.
After a while, Amy Xia said, “Mr. Mu, is there anything wrong with the call so late?”
Sebastian Mu still did not speak, or said that he did not know how to speak.
“Mr. Mu?” At this time, Amy Xia asked again.
“Mr. Mu, who are you calling, come and drink…” Just when Sebastian Mu was about to
speak, there was a charming female voice on the phone.
In an instant, both of them were stunned.
Amy Xia also stunned and said, with such an ambiguous voice, you don’t need to think
about it to know what it is doing.
Amy Xia thought for a while and said, “It seems that Mr. Mu is busy, then you should be
busy.
It’s late, I’m sleepy, and I’m going to sleep.
Let’s talk about something at the company tomorrow!” Tian said, Amy Xia cut off the
phone directly.

Chapter 157
After the pinch, Amy Xia looked at the phone and was stunned for a moment. What does
it mean for Sebastian Mu to call so late? Is it to show your own charm? Amy Xia frowned
and didn’t think so much anymore. She turned her mobile phone on silent and rested on
the bed. When Sebastian Mu on the other side heard the beeping sound on the phone,
she felt a little upset.
Is this woman so eager to hang up his phone? Thinking of this makes him even more
upset.
At this time, the person on one side looked at him, “Sedum, what? Who do you call?”
“Could it be Ling Xiaoyun?” It was not someone else who was speaking, but the second
youngest of the four young masters of City A.
Mo Shaochen, Kuang Tianyou, two people sang one and the other. The so-called four
young people are naturally people with a big family and a background, and several

people are about the same age, so they get together. To outsiders, the four people are a
typical rich second generation, but they are all powerful people, and the relationship
between the four is very good.
“Do you think that Ling Xiaoyun will make him so upset?” At this time, Xiao En said with
little talk. Hearing this, Kuang Tianyou raised his eyebrows lazily, “Could it be that
someone else?” Xiao En did not speak, but just picked up the wine in front of him and
touched Mo Shaochen on one side.
“Who? Who? There is such a big charm that makes our President Mu so upset!?” Kuang
Tianyou said very curiously.
Xiao En did not speak, nor did Mo Shaochen. Kuang Tianyou couldn’t help being
curious. He looked at Sebastian Mu, “Sedum, don’t you bring me an introduction?”
Sebastian Mu was very upset when he saw them singing and singing.
“You guys, I’ll go back first!” After finishing speaking, he picked up the wine in front of
him and drank it all at once.
After drinking, he immediately withdrew. Watching him go, Kuang Tianyou was stunned,
turned his head to look at Xiao En and Mo Shaochen, “What’s the situation?” This is,
Xiao En’s mouth twitched, “Can’t see it?!” Kuang Tianyou frowned.
“Is it real?” Mo Shaochen and Xiao En both smiled upon hearing this. Kuang Tianyou
looked at the two of them, “It seems that you all know the inside story, what is going
on!?”
“I didn’t see the news a few days ago?” At this moment, Xiao En raised his eyebrows.
“News? There is so much news, which one do you say?” Kuang Tianyou raised his
eyebrows.
“It’s the news about Chow’s acquisition of Xia Style!” Xiao En said. Hearing this, Kuang
Tianyou thought for a while and nodded, “I see, what does that have to do with this
matter?”
“Think for yourself, who is standing with him at the press conference!?” At this time, Xiao
En reminded. Speaking of this, Kuang Tianyou twisted her beautiful eyebrows, thinking
about the scene she saw on TV, and suddenly realized, “You mean that woman?” Xiao
En nodded.
“Generally, in things like press conferences, the secretary stood by his side.
Only that time, he changed people.
I asked specifically that he did not change the secretary, so there is only one
possibility…” said Now, Xiao En looked at them, and what he meant next, needless to
say, should be obvious.

“What if it’s from the public relations department?”
“Do you see a woman like that from the public relations department?” Xiao En asked
back. Hearing this, Kuang Tianyou thought about it, imagined the scene of Amy Xia on
TV in his mind, and then spoke.
“It’s not like it!”

Chapter 158
“But so pure and capable, it doesn’t look like a sedum dish!” Kuang Tianyou said.
Hearing this, Xiao En smiled at this moment, “How about it? Would you like to make a
bet?” Speaking of this, the three of them all seemed eager to share their interests.
“Okay, what to bet on?”
“Just bet Sedum to that woman, seriously!” Xiao En said very confidently.
“Well, you are too sure!”
“How about? Do you gamble?”
“Of course!” Kuang Tianyou nodded.
“OK, those who lose, see the news in the photos!” Xiao En said calmly.
“Damn, do you want to bet so big?” Kuang Tianyou said.
“If you don’t bet, you can give up now!” Xiao En said confidently.
“Come, come, who is afraid of who!” At this time, Kuang Tianyou said, in his world, he
has never given up.
At this time, raise your glass.
Mo Shaochen watched, “I bet on that woman too!”
“OK!” So, with a bang, the three clinked glasses.
A gambling game was born.
After the gambling, Kuang Tianyou suddenly said, “I don’t know why, I always feel as if I
have seen that woman there…” The next day.
Amy Xia was working.
At this time, someone shouted at the door, “Who is Miss Amy Xia!?”

“I am!” Almost subconsciously, Amy Xia hadn’t raised her head, so her voice went out
first.
Looking up, a large bunch of flowers appeared in front of her. The entire design
department casts envious sights.
“Miss Xia, your flowers!”
“Who sent them?!” Looking at the big bunch of white champagne roses, Amy Xia looked
at the delivery and asked.
“I don’t know too much!” said the courier.
Amy Xia nodded, then took the form and signed it.
“Thank you!” The courier smiled and left.
As soon as he left, Coco and a few colleagues got together.
“Wow, who gave it, the champagne rose, it’s so beautiful!” said ridiculously.
Amy Xia looked at the flowers, “I don’t know!”
“Amy, there is a card on it!” At this moment, the colleague reminded. Speaking of this,
Amy Xia put down the flowers and took out the card from inside.
Open directly.
“The words of Champagne Rose, you match me!” It was just such a simple sentence,
without a name. Cocoa looked at it and read it by the way.
“Wow, I didn’t expect the flower-sending person to understand romance!” Coco said with
a smile.
“Amy, to be honest, who did it come from!?” Coco asked Amy Xia, shaking his head, “I
really don’t know!”
“I don’t know? Are there secret pursuits!?” Keen asked ridiculously. Hearing this, Amy
Xia thought for a while and frowned. She really didn’t know any suitors, could it
be…LEO? While Amy Xia was thinking, at this moment, Sebastian Mu walked out of the
elevator and explained something to the assistant behind him. However, at that time, his
eyes scanned the flowers in Amy Xia’s arms.
At that moment, he was taken aback. Coco was talking and laughing with Amy Xia.
Sebastian Mu was very unhappy when he looked at the flowers in her arms and smiled.
He gave Amy Xia two eyes hard.
At this time, I seemed to feel Sebastian Mu’s gaze.

Amy Xia turned his head and saw his gaze at a glance. Who knew he turned his gaze
away, turned and walked towards the office.

Chapter 159
Amy Xia didn’t ignore the anger on her face, but frowned, and she didn’t know where to
provoke him! After regaining consciousness, Amy Xia looked at them, “Okay, get to
work, and Mr. Mu will show off in a moment!” Speaking of this, several people spread
their shoulders. Putting the flowers aside, Amy Xia sat there, thinking for a long time and
couldn’t think of who sent it, but that’s right, champagne roses, she really liked flowers.
Moreover, anyone who knows that she likes this flower is LEO except Sam Xia…
Is it LEO? If so, why not write the name? After thinking about it, Amy Xia shook her head,
forget it, no matter who sent it, since they don’t write the name, they naturally have their
thoughts. Thinking of this, I threw myself into work.
In the afternoon, while working, Amy Xia went to the pantry.
At this time, she needs a break.
I made a cup of coffee, and when I was about to enjoy it, a voice rang behind me.
“It seems that you are very comfortable!” When you hear the sound, you don’t need to
turn your head to know who it is.
Amy Xia hasn’t spoken yet.
At this moment, Sebastian Mu walked up in two steps, pulled her whole body directly,
and pressed it down.
On the table.
Amy Xia was startled, almost spilled all the coffee in her hand.
“What are you doing?” At this moment, Amy Xia looked at Sebastian Mu and asked.
“Who gave you the flowers?” Sebastian Mu asked, looking at Amy Xia. Seeing
Sebastian Mu’s appearance, Amy Xia was too lazy to argue with him so much, “I don’t
know!”
“I don’t know?” After hearing Amy Xia’s words, Sebastian Mu raised his eyebrows, “Who
gave you flowers, you don’t You know?”
“The card is not signed, so I really don’t know who sent it!” Amy Xia watched Sebastian
Mu pause and spoke very sincerely. Her expression at this moment did not look like a lie,
and Amy Xia didn’t have to use this to deceive him.

After thinking about it, Sebastian Mu said, “Song Qi gave it?” Sebastian Mu raised his
eyebrows.
“I don’t know!” Amy Xia said, the subconscious reaction did not seem to be fake, and
Sebastian Mu gave up.
Sebastian Mu looked at her and then said, “Yesterday, who told you to hang up my
phone?” Sebastian Mu looked at her directly and asked.
Amy Xia blinked her eyes, “Mr. Mu, you are looking for me for this?”
“Otherwise?” Seeing Sebastian Mu’s real appearance, Amy Xia thought for a while, “I
think Mr. Mu was so busy yesterday, I thought you were busy. , So I hung up the
phone…” Dare to love, Amy Xia’s statement was just for him.
Sebastian Mu was originally angry, but then he thought, “Amy Xia, are you jealous?”
Sebastian Mu asked her with a thin smile.
After hearing what he said, Amy Xia paused slightly, “If I eat this vinegar, I won’t have
my turn to eat it!”
“What do you mean?”
“Is it?” Amy Xia asked back.
“What’s more, I myself don’t like to eat sour food.
It is more suitable for you to ask Ling Xiaoyun!” Amy Xia said every word.
Sebastian Mu frowned and looked at the woman in front of him. He found that he could
see through all the women’s thoughts, only the woman in front of him. He didn’t know
what she was thinking.

Chapter 160
“Amy Xia!!!”
“Isn’t it?” Amy Xia looked at Sebastian Mu and asked.
“So, you don’t care who I am with?” Sebastian Mu raised his eyebrows and asked, the
handsome face was already faintly angry.
Amy Xia felt that there was something wrong with the sentence Sebastian Mu asked, but
she nodded, “That’s it!” Sebastian Mu, “…” Looking at Amy Xia, there was an urge to
pinch her to death.

“By the way, Mr. Mu, if you are in the middle of the night… please don’t call me!” Amy
Xia said suddenly.
“Why?”
“I don’t want to be misunderstood, your image in my heart is not very good, and I don’t
want you to plummet…” Amy Xia said leisurely.
Sebastian Mu, “…” These words, only she dared to say so, and when they were
replaced by others, there were only compliments. They dare to say these to offend
Sebastian Mu.
Sebastian Mu was just about to show off his might, but Amy Xia’s words also made him
slightly startled.
After thinking about it, Sebastian Mu said, “Actually, last night…” At this moment,
someone walked in at the door and heard footsteps.
Amy Xia subconsciously pushed Sebastian Mu away.
At the same time, the man walked in.
Sebastian Mu kept a distance of one meter from Amy Xia.
After the employees came in, they were surprised to see Sebastian Mu inside.
“Mr. Mu!” Sebastian Mu understood what Amy Xia meant. Standing there, his face was
unhappy, but he still responded coldly, “Hmm!” At this time, after Amy Xia made coffee,
he turned to look at Sebastian Mu. , “Mr. Mu, don’t worry, I have a sense of work when it
comes to work!”
“Since there is nothing else to do, I’ll go ahead!” As she said, Amy Xia smiled and
walked over in front of him with coffee. Her behavior is to tell others that Sebastian Mu is
here to warn her about work. Seeing Amy Xia’s departure, Sebastian Mu stood there
with a bad expression, but there was nowhere to vent. Because Sebastian Mu was
present, another employee stood at the door, afraid to move, and didn’t know whether to
come in to fetch water or not, so he could only stand at the door.
At this moment, Sebastian Mu turned around and saw him at the door. He smiled and
looked at himself.
Sebastian Mu said nothing, and walked out with a dark face.
After he left, another employee dared to come in…
Amy Xia took the coffee to her place, and had to admit that she was at ease in those few
words. Especially when he saw Sebastian Mu’s dark face, he felt even more happy.
Sitting there, drinking coffee is fragrant, but I don’t know that Sebastian Mu is in the

office, then he is aggrieved. So, the afternoon passed. When approaching the end of get
off work, Amy Xia received a call. No one else, it is LEO’s.
“Hey!”
“Amy, what are you doing?”
“It’s okay, pack your things and get ready to get off work!”
“Don’t have a date after get off work!?”
“No, what’s wrong!?” Amy Xia asked with a smile.
“If not, then I will book your time!” Gentleman LEO said on the phone. Hearing this, Amy
Xia smiled, “Even if you don’t call me, I will call you!”
“Then I should wait a little longer!” LEO said with a smile.
Amy Xia also smiled.

